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Abstract - A modification of the fault tree analysis is presented. The new fault tree integrates
structural and behavioural models of a system. Information on the system structure is captured
in the name of each gate and basic event of the fault tree. Information on the system
behaviour is captured in their description. Behaviour is expressed using the axiomatic
notation based on first order predicate logic. The new fault tree is a useful model for analysis
and improvement of software requirements specification. The benefit of such improvement is
reduced probability of failures in specification, which in turn results in increased reliability of
the software.

1 Introduction

Software in computerised systems has been recognised as that element, which largely
defines the overall system reliability. Because the software executes exactly as it is written,
the causes of its faults are hidden in the entire process of software life cycle. Investigation of
the software life cycle identified the requirements specification, as one of its most important
phases when assuring high level of software reliability and safety. The traditional safety
analysis techniques, which successfully evaluate and improve safety and reliability of
traditional safety-related systems, are not suitable for the analysis of software requirements
specification. So, they have to be modified or new ones have to be developed.

In this paper a modification of the fault tree analysis is presented. The new fault tree
integrates structural and behavioural models of a system from the side of possible failure
propagation. Creation of structural and behavioural models of the system is defined by the
object-based method '. The structural model shows the static structure of the system. A class
diagram represents it, because system is composed of classes. Classes are groups of objects
with similar properties, common behaviour, and common relationships to other objects and
common semantics. Behavioural model of the system represents the behaviour of all classes
identified in structural model. The behaviour of each class is modelled with an interactor. The
interactor is a set of declarations and predicates written in a structured table using the formal
axiomatic notation.
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2 Review of Applications of the Fault Tree to Software Improvement

Fault tree analysis is an analytical top down technique, whereby an undesired state of the
system is specified 2'3. Then the system is analysed in the context of its environment and
operation to find all the credible ways in which undesired event can occur. Undesired state of
the system is defined as top event in the fault tree.

Fault trees have already been used for analysis of software. Leveson & Harvey 4 and
Leveson, Cha & Shimeall 5 developed software fault trees which were used qualitatively in
later phases of software life cycle as a debugging technique intending to prove that the
software will never reach an unsafe state. Dugan extended the fault tree analysis to the
system including N-version programming software on redundant hardware using both:
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the fault tree combined with Markov models. The
software deviation analysis by Leveson et al. 7 and by Reese includes fault trees for finding
potential hazards based on formal requirements specification.

To better address timing in originally static fault tree analysis, two main methods were
developed: Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology (DFM) 9 and Formal Fault Tree Analysis 1O'H.
Garrett, Guarro & Apostolakis 9 in DFM included timing into the fault tree analysis by
integrating into sequence of static fault trees. Each static fault tree corresponded to a discrete
time point. Within fault trees, the logic of the system was expressed in terms of causal
relationship between physical and software variables. Nevertheless, one may argue, as Yih,
Fan & Shirazi 12 did, that not all of the program variables were taken into the consideration,
this approach, which is under further development B , have shown promising practical results.

Cepin & Wardzinski and Gorski & Wardzinski extended the traditional fault tree
analysis with a formal model using the Vienna Development Method (VDM) 14. With this
approach two important conclusions are identified 15. First, the timing requirements are
successfully incorporated into the formalised fault tree: top event occurs if basic events in
certain minimal cut set occur and if they overlap in time. Second, the use of formal methods
removes the ambiguities in the specification using the natural language and provides better
precision in the system specification.

3 Modification of the Fault Tree

Modified fault tree as the original one consists primarily of logic gates including top
event and basic events. Instead of description of possible fault propagation in natural language
for gates and basic events the formal axiomatic notation is used. It is the same notation as it is
used for the specification of behavioural model within the object-based method '. Such fault
tree identifies the causal relations and possible ways of failure propagation through the classes
of the system. Information on the system structure is captured in the name of each gate and
basic event of the fault tree (e.g. class named "A.B" means that class "A" is assembly class
for its part class "B"; in other words class "B" is subclass of class "A"). Information on the
system behaviour is captured in description of each gate or basic event. Behaviour is
expressed using the axiomatic notation based on first order predicate logic 16.

Development of a fault tree proceeds by following these steps:
Identification of the top class according to the selected undesired state or event. If exists
more than one, more than one fault tree is to be developed.
Identification of the top event (the most important logic gate of the fault tree). Top event
represents the undesired event. That is the undesired operation of the top class. The name
of the top class and the formal notation of the undesired event identify it.
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Development of the portion of the fault tree connected with the class under investigation
according to the following steps:

- Investigation of the behaviour (its inputs and its behaviour) of the class under
investigation. Formal axiomatic notation of the class behaviour bases on first order
predicate logic. Basic events describing the class failure behaviour are connected
to the gates with the solid line. They are of primary importance in the fault tree.
Examination of the data transformation between the class under investigation and
other classes. Basic events describing possible failures in the assignment
statements are connected to the gates with dotted line. They are of secondary
importance in the fault tree, because the consistency check is not the primary goal
of the fault tree. They are included in the fault tree to show the fault tree as capable
to model the data transformation through the system. They are not considered in
fault tree analysis.

Investigation and determination of the logical causal connections between the class
under investigation and other classes which impact it. With the identification of
causal connections to classes, which impact the class under investigation, they
(one after another) become the class under investigation.

Repeat the examination in the last three steps for all the classes.

3.1 Fault tree analysis for improvement of functional requirements specification

Qualitative fault tree analysis identifies the minimal cut sets. Those are the smallest
combinations of basic events, which cause the occurrence of the top event in the fault tree.
The minimal cut sets are then qualitatively ranked by number of basic events in each minimal
cut set. The most important and the most critical are single minimal cut sets, which consists of
single basic event (as this is true for traditional systems, the ranking itself may not be very
effective for software). Occurrence of such single basic event (representing a behavioural

()/li, failure of certain object) causes the top event to occur.

Logical notation of the top event represents the top event as a sum of minimal cut sets:

TE =

where:
TE ... top event
MCSi ... minimal cut set i
n ... number of minimal cut sets

Notation of minimal cut set represents it as a product of included basic events (under
assumption that the basic events are independent):

rm

where:
Oj ... basic event j
mi.. . number of basic events included in minimal cut set i

In the application domain, identified minimal cut sets are the basis for system design
changes to increase their reliability. E.g. to add redundant equipment to avoid the most critical
minimal cut sets.
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In the software domain, one may consider that avoiding the most important minimal cut
sets may be accomplished by improving the functional requirements specification. Avoidance
of the minimal cut sets is necessary, if the interpretation of the results of fault tree analysis
concludes that they are of high importance or critical. By defining additional functional
requirements specification the occurrence of identified critical minimal cut sets can be
prevented. Logical notation for additional requirements is the following (using de Morgan
theorems of Boolean logic there are two equal notations for RSFT):

RSFT = f[ -^MCSi = -• J MCSi

where:
RSFT • • • additional requirements specification based on fault tree analysis
MCSi • • • minimal cut set i
nc ... number of considered minimal cut sets (nc<n)
n ... total number of minimal cut sets

The number of considered minimal cut sets might be equal or smaller than the total
number of minimal cut sets. This condition allows skipping some of minimal cut sets from
mathematical expression to prevent too complex requirements specification. The reason for
this condition is in the nature of fault tree itself: the number of its minimal cut sets may
increase significantly due to increase of number of basic events. Usually we are the most
interested in the most important minimal cut sets numbered from 1 to nc, if they are ranked by
their importance.

Example: in reactor protection systems in nuclear power plants the manual actuation is
intended in parallel to the automatic actuation. If the same class is defining the transfer (or
certain mathematical operation) of the manual and automatic signal, its failure may fail both:
automatic and manual actuation. Such class is identified by the fault tree analysis as (the
most) important minimal cut set. One may be satisfied with such results (additional
verification confirms the correctness of the class behaviour), one may direct the changes in
the model, or one may require that such condition should not occur anywhere (additional
requirement).

One should be aware that introduction of new requirements might: change the results of
the fault tree analysis, cause the change in user specifications or at worse introduce
inconsistency in the requirements. So, a new iteration of models and the fault tree is to be
performed in such case.

4 Fault Tree Analysis and Results

Figure 1 shows the fault tree of the simplified case study (Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System in a nuclear power plant) described in ref. '. Class "ESFAS_SI_SMALL" is
identified as one which failure may fail the system. The top event represents the failure of
system output actuation (-i esfas_out) if the inputs to the system required its actuation.
Abstraction of any of the inputs to the system, which requires system actuation, is presented
by fictitious variable: requirement_from_environment. The formal notation is the following:

-i esfas_out A requirement__from_environment
Examination of the class "ESFAS_SI_SMALL" shows, that its behaviour is defined by

its subclasses. It only couples its subclasses. Examination of data transformation identifies
basic event determining possible failures in assignment statements. The basic event describing
the possible failures of assignment statements consist of five such statements: one represents
class output as system output, other four represent connections with class "CHANNEL". The
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investigation of causal relations shows only connection to class "TRAIN". At this point the
class "TRAIN" becomes the class under investigation.

-i esfas_out A
requirement_from_environment

ESFAS SI SMALL

m.
Failure in assignment statements:
Vie{l.. 4} •esfas_in(i)=channel(i). reading
esfas out=trairi:actuation

ESFAS SI SMALL

Contribution of connections
with other classes

ESFAS SI SMALL

o (man_vote v auto_vote) A
-i actuation

ESFAS SI SMALL.TRAIN

Failure in assignment statements:
auto_vote=automatic_actuation.vote
man_vote=manual_actuation.manual_signal

ESFAS SI SMALL.TRAIN

TJ

Failure in behaviour:
(man_vote v auto_vote) A
-i actuation

ESFAS SI SMALL.TRAIN

TJ

Contribution of connections
with other classes

ESFAS SI SMALL.TRAIN

(3 ije{1..4}»(i*j) A(ch_signal(i) A
(ch_signal(j))))A -> vote

TRAIN.AUTOMATIC ACTUATION

manual_input_l A manual_input_2 A
-I manual_signal

TRAIN.MANUAL ACTUATION

h\

Contribution of connections
with other classes

TRAIN.AUTOMATIC ACTUATION

(reading > setpoint) A
-i channel_signal

ESFAS SI SMALL .CHANNEL

Failure in behaviour:
manual_input_I A manual_jnput_2 A
-1 manual_signal

TRAIN.MANUAL ACTUATION

TJ
Failure in assignment statement:
Yie{1..4}«train.automatic_actuation.ch_signal(i)=
=channel(i).channel signal

ESFAS SI SMALL .CHANNEL

TJ
Failure in behaviour:
(3 ije{1..4W<*J) A (ch_signal(i)
(ch_signal(j)))) A -. vote

TRAIN.AUTOMATIC ACTUATION

Failure in behaviour:
(reading > setpoint) A
-1 channe!_signal

ESFAS SI SMALL CHANNEL

TJ

O

Figure 1: Fault tree of the simplified case study

Investigation of formal notation of undesired event associated with class "TRAIN"
specifies the logic gate. The logic gate represents the failure of class "TRAIN" output signal
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actuation (-1 actuation) if one of two: automatic actuation (auto_vote) or manual actuation
(man_vote), is directed from its subclasses. Such failure of class "TRAIN" behaviour is
specified in the basic event describing the class failure behaviour. Examination of data
transformation between class "TRAIN" and other classes identifies basic event with possible
failures in two assignment statements. Investigation of the causal connections with other
classes identifies the causal connections to two classes: "AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" and
"MANUAL_ACTUATION". They are logically connected with AND gate (2 out of 2 gate).
Both have to fail to provide their outputs for class "TRAIN" to fail. At this point, one of both
identified classes becomes the class under the investigation.

Let it be "MANUAL_ACTUATION" the first one and "AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION"
the second one.

Investigation of formal notation of undesired event associated with class
"MANUAL_ACTUATION" specifies the logic gate. The logic gate represents the failure of
class "MANUAL_ACTUATION" output operator signal (-1 manual_signal) if both manual
operator controls (manual_input_l A manual_input_2) are directed from the operator.
Operator inputs are treated as the inputs from environment. Operator represents the
environment and is not included in the model. Failure of class behaviour is specified in basic
event specifying the class failure behaviour:

manual_input_l A manual_input_2 A -1 manual_signal
Class "MANUAL_ACTUATION" is not impacted from any other class. So with the

basic event on its failure behaviour this part of the fault tree ends.
Investigation of formal notation of undesired event associated with class

"AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" specifies the logic gate. The logic gate represents the failure
of class "AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" output actuation signal (-, vote) if at least two of the
input signals (3 i,je{1..4}- (i*j) A (ch_signal(i ) A (ch_signal(j)))) are directed from instances
of class "CHANNEL". Failure behaviour of class "AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" is
specified in basic event specifying the class failure behaviour:

3 ij G {1 ..4}• (i^j) A (ch_signal(i) A (ch_signal(j))) A -, vote
Examination of data transformation between class "AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" and

other classes identifies basic event with possible failure in four assignment statements.
Outputs from instances of class "CHANNEL" are inputs to class
"AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION". Investigation of the causal connections with other classes
identifies the causal connections to class "CHANNEL".

Investigation of formal notation of undesired event associated with class "CHANNEL"
specifies the logic gate. The logic gate represents failure of class "CHANNEL" output signal
(—1 channel_signal) if the input signal (reading) exceeds the setpoint value "setpoint". Failure
of class behaviour is specified in basic event specifying the class failure behaviour:

reading > setpoint A -1 channel_signal
Any other class does not causally connect class "CHANNEL". So with the basic event

about its failure behaviour this part of the fault tree ends. Class "CHANNEL" is the last
examined class. With investigation of class "CHANNEL" the fault tree is developed.

Three minimal cut sets were identified by the fault tree analysis of the simplified case
study. One minimal cut set is single and consists on one basic event. Two minimal cut sets are
double and consist of two basic events. The list of minimal cut sets is the following:

1. TRAIN: failure in behaviour: (manjvote v auto_vote) A -1 actuation
2. MANUAL_ACTUATION: failure in behaviour: manual_input_l A manual_input_2 A

-1 manual_signal
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AUTOMATIC _ACTUATION: failure in behaviour: (3 i,je{1..4}- (i*j) A (ch_signal(i ) A
(ch_signal(j)))) A -I vote

3. MANUAL_ACTUATION: failure in behaviour: manual_input_l A manual_input_2 A
-i manual_signal
CHANNEL: failure in behaviour: (reading > setpoint) A -I channel_signal
The most important class identified from results is "TRAIN", whose single failure causes

the top event. Identification of such class directs its further examination. Earlier iterations of
the simplified case study, the qualitative results identified the class "TRAIN" as the most
important. Its further examination revealed inconsistency in the models and directed the
change in the behavioural model. Behaviour of the logic two out of four modelled in the class
"AUTOMATIC_ACTUATION" was repeated in class "TRAIN".

Obtained results are reported to the system level (system is integrating at least software,
hardware and man-machine interface), where they are taken into account when dealing with
the requirements at the system level (single failure criterion, common cause failures).

5 Conclusions

In practise the design of safety-related software systems requires elaboration and
certification of sets of methods and tools for their development. Modified fault tree its figure
integrates both: information on structural and information on behavioural aspect of the system
from its negative side, describing possible faults.

Fault tree construction contributes to the following:
Process of the fault tree development represents the guideline for verification of the
structural and behavioural models themselves against the criteria (e.g completeness,
consistency, precision). This provides additional assurance that the software specifications
agree with the desired concept.

Identification of combinations of failures (minimal cut sets), which could lead to a
software failure. Their elimination is accomplished either by changing the system models
or by adding new requirements. Those requirements are based on negation of qualitative
fault tree analysis results i.e. minimal cut sets.

In general, the difficulty of fault tree is that it is not oriented to identify all possible
failures of the system portions and their connections, but is limited only to those, which may
jeopardise the system failure as specified at the top event. With the appropriate definition of
the top event this difficulty may be minimised.

Such fault tree reduces the probability of failures in the process of analysing the
requirements specification for safety-related software system. Failures in requirements
specification are highly undesired, because they easily propagate through other phases in the
software life cycle and may result in faulty software. Reducing the probability of failures in
requirements specification phase increases the reliability of the software, however it does not
confirm this in a quantitative manner.

To compare the developed method with other closely related methods is a difficult issue.
Namely, one has not to repeat the problem of software reliability identified by Littlewood in
chapter 4 of ref. 17 edited by Lyu: relatively poor take-up of software reliability modelling
techniques has been a result of certain models being sold as universal panaceas. So when
comparing the methods for improvement of requirements specification one has not only to
compare the methods but has also to take into account the systems to which they are
developed for.
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We compared the developed object-based method with statecharts and with block
diagrams. Detailed results of the comparison are documented in ref. 18. The comparison
concludes that for specific purpose of developing actuation systems in a nuclear power plant
the proposed method could suit the best. Its main attribute, which prevailed, is the clearness of
the method for all involved: software users to order and obtain, software developers to
develop, safety analysts to evaluate and assess and regulators to examine and approve the
resulted models.
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